PROGRAM - Thursday, 12.11.2020
10.00- 13.00 (Bucharest time - EEST)

OPENING PLENARY

Moderators:
Mihai DIMA, Director ISDS - University of Bucharest / Romiță IUCU, President, Board of Trustees

WELCOME ADDRESS
Marian PREDA, Professor, Rector of the University of Bucharest
Sorin COSTREIE, Associate professor, Vice-Rector of the University of Bucharest
Bogdan MURGESCĂU, Professor, Vice-Rector of the University of Bucharest
Virgil BARAN, Professor, Director CSUD, University of Bucharest

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Mircea DUMITRU, Professor, University of Bucharest, Member of the Romanian Academy of Science
Mihai DIMA, Professor, Director ISDS - University of Bucharest

WORKSHOP 1
INTERDISCIPLINARITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE NEW CONTEXT ...
Coordinator: Professor Cosima RUGHINIȘ
Presenter:
Professor Liviu DINU
Discussant:
Associate professor Ioana PODINA

WORKSHOP 2
ACADEMIC CAREERS IN THE NEW INTERDISCIPLINARY CONTEXT ...
Coordinator: Professor Alexandru BABEȘ
Presenter:
Professor Dragos ILIESCU
Discussant:
Associate professor Gabi HĂNCEAN